Tensegrity cell mechanical metamaterial with metal rubber
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We present here a design of the unit cell of a mechanical metamaterial based on the use of a tensegrity structural configuration with a metal rubber. Tensegrity combines the use of compression and tension-only elements, and allows the creation of structures with high rigidity per unit mass. Metal rubber is a multiscale porous metal material with high energy absorption and vibration damping capabilities under compressive load. The combination of the two structural and material concepts gives rise to a mechanical metamaterial with increased energy absorption and tuneable nonlinearity under quasi-static, vibration, and impact loading. We develop prototypes, models, and perform tests under static and dynamic loading conditions to assess the performance of this mechanical metamaterial. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5040850

Mechanical metamaterials (MM) have been recently ailed as a major paradigm to develop multiscale and multi-physics materials. Examples of recent mechanical metamaterial concepts are, for example, pentamodal lattices, periodic cellular configurations for energy absorption and harvesting, and configurations exhibiting both zero and negative materials characteristics. One of the main characteristics of MMs is their capability of hybridizing deformation mechanisms at multiple scale levels by coupling fields and properties from different physical domains. Examples of this coupling are magnetics within lattices to control negative stiffness and nonlinear wave propagation, piezoelectrics, shape memory polymers (SMPs), and cellular solids with unbounded thermal expansion properties. Metal rubbers (MRs) are a class of multiscale materials with unusual deformation properties. Metal rubber is a porous metal compound made from surface-treated helical wires, compressed in a mold. The base wire material can range from nickel to shape memory alloys and soft magnetic alloys. Metal rubbers show loss factors under high-amplitude cyclic loadings between 12% and 26% that depend on their relative density, operational temperatures between 110 K and 650 K, and a strong strain hardening behavior that can be used to design high-performance vibration dampers. Metal rubber can be shaped and molded in different forms, also into assuming a negative Poisson’s ratio behavior. Metal rubber inserts have been inserted as distributed dampers in an auxetic honeycomb platform, yielding modal damping ratios up to 45% in vibration transmissibility tests.

A structural concept that has attracted significant interest within the metamaterials community is tensegrity. Tensegrity are spatially reticulated lightweight structures made from compressive bars and tendons with a highly tuneable mechanical response that can range from hardening to softening, depending on the configuration adopted. In that sense, tensegrity systems can provide significant tuneable wave attenuation especially under nonlinear loading, which could also be used to control energy absorption under impact. Moreover, tensegrity is an excellent platform to embed smart or metamaterial capabilities, either with 3D-printed SMPs or piezoelectric bars prisms.

In this letter, we present the design of a unit cell of a mechanical metamaterial made from a tensegrity T3 prism, with the compressive bars designed using metal rubber inserts. MR is a material with load-bearing capabilities under compression only; its high energy absorption capabilities coupled with the tuneable nonlinear compressive behavior of the tensegrity could provide unusual mechanical interactions at a global and local scale. We will show that the combined use of the MR material within the tensegrity configuration leads to high loss factors under cyclic quasi-static loading, increased damping properties in vibration environments, and augmented energy absorption under impact compared to the tensegrity prism alone.

The experimental set up incorporating the MR inserts into the tensegrity structure is shown in Fig. 1. Two separate aluminum bars are used to assemble the strut, with the MR specimen in the middle attached to the bars with metal glue. The MR is surrounded by an aluminum sleeve that increases the buckling stress of the strut and permits the metal rubber to deform axially. Each end of the strut includes steel joints, screws with an adjusting bolt and locking nuts; the latter are used to regulate the pre-tension in the string. The tensegrity has struts of 350 mm length and 20.5 mm of diameter, with horizontal string lengths of 225 mm and cross string lengths of 253.1 mm. The strings are made from steel (piano wire) of 0.61 mm diameter. The tension in the string is measured by an external microphone that detects the string first resonance, allowing one to calculate the related tensile force. Triangular plates terminate the tensegrity prism to allow for a uniform...
distribution of the compressive load. MR samples of 20 mm diameter and 40 mm height are produced using nickel super-alloy helical wires of 0.12 mm diameter using the procedure outlined in Ref. 14. The samples have a 72% porosity, loss factors varying between 0.15 and 0.17 for pre-compression ranging from 63 kPa to 191 kPa, while the secant modulus varies between 1.3 MPa and 7.7 MPa.

The tensegrity prototypes (with and without MR) have been subjected to cyclic tests under force control at 1 N/s and triangular waveform (Shimatzu AG-X, 1 kN load cell). The initial stiffness of the tensegrity without MR is 67 N/mm (calculated up to a displacement of 0.2 mm), which then increases to 130 N/mm for a maximum displacement of 1.9 mm. The tensegrity with the metal rubber shows a remarkable ~250% increase in maximum compressive displacement, but a significantly lower stiffness (initially at 53 N/mm up to 0.2 mm, to then plateau at 32 N/mm after 1.5 mm). To understand why the addition of the metal rubber provides this particular behavior, we have developed a model from the theoretical framework proposed in Ref. 25 (details in the supplementary material). The design of the joints involves the existence of an additional rotational stiffness that is not present in classical tensegrity models. Moreover, the friction existing in the tensegrities here involves contributions from the sleeves, joints, and compression plates from the rig. The overall tensegrity friction force has not the simple global stick-slip effect that depends only on the overall compressive force. The model shows that the equivalent angular stiffness of the MR tensegrity is significantly lower than the one of the pristine case, and this leads to a larger stroke under compression with more energy dissipated by friction (Fig. 2). On the contrary, the joints of the pristine tensegrity remain in stick conditions during the loading, and less displacement and dissipated energy are produced. The good agreement between models and experimental results corroborates these findings. The loss factor of the pristine tensegrity is 0.127, which indicates the level of internal equivalent damping within the system. Compounded by the
large increase in compressive stroke, the presence of the metal rubber inserts also provides a significant 30% augmentation of the dissipated energy.

We have then performed vibration transmissibility tests [Fig. 3(a)] using white noise, and impact hammering for modal analysis (for details see supplementary material). The natural frequencies of the tensegrity without MR vary between 20 Hz and 332 Hz. Sine sweep tests at 10 Hz, 30 Hz, and 180 Hz indicate that the 1st mode is a twisting one and the second mode (at 70 Hz) is dilatational along the vertical direction. The Bode plot of the transmissibility (ratio of accelerations between the top and bottom plate) also indicates the presence of another global extensional mode at 200 Hz [Fig. 3(b)] (see supplementary material). A series of localized modes related to the strings resonances are distributed within the 180 Hz–250 Hz, and these produce global modes in the tensegrity which are difficult to associate to a specific single deformation mode.27 The Bode plot of the white noise excitation [Figs. 3(a) and 3(c)] shows a clear distinction between the tensegrity with the metal rubber and without. While the first and second natural frequencies are virtually unchanged by the presence of the MR inserts (although the dilatational mode of the MR tensegrity is almost 3 dB lower than the one of the pristine prism), the metal rubber configuration shows both a stiffening (i.e., increase in the natural frequency by 22 Hz) and a very remarkable 7 dB attenuation of the transmissibility compared to the non-MR tensegrity. The MR also contributes to dissipate energy and stabilize the response of the tensegrity up to 330 Hz. The reason behind the stiffening and dampening effect is its increasing equivalent storage modulus (3–7 MPa) for frequencies above 150 Hz of the MR and loss factors all above 15%.28

We have evaluated the impact properties of our tensegrity systems using a drop tower facility [CEAST 9340 Instron, UK; Fig. 4(a)]. The tests have been carried out at a kinetic energy level of 2.5 J (drop weight 6.87 kg, height 37.2 mm, and sampling frequency 273 kHz). The behavior of the two tensegrities in terms of energy absorbed is quite different. While the tensegrity without MR tends to rise, peak, and plateau relatively fast, the presence of the MR in the first 20 ms leads to lower energy absorbed initially, followed by higher values of energy [Fig. 4(b)]. The spectrum of the reaction load is also quite different. The two tensegrities have the loads spread within the −0–150 Hz and −350 Hz–600 Hz bands, with the latter bandwidth corresponding to modes of the plate. The first band corresponds to the global twisting and extensional modes observed from the modal analysis. While the magnitude of the loads in the second frequency band shows negligible differences between the two configurations, it is quite clear that the MR tensegrity
provides a significant ~50% reduction of the maximum impact load in the lowest spectrum band.

In summary, the tensegrity mechanical metamaterial with metal rubber shows enhanced compliance and remarkable energy absorption under quasi-static, dynamic, and impact loading conditions. The concept here proposed gives also evidence of the versatility and promise to use tensegrity paradigms to produce different classes of mechanical metamaterials. The enhanced damping capacity of tensegrity units enriched by MR elements—as compared to standard tensegrity—may lead to increase the engineering potential of tensegrity metamaterials that perform impact protection through the coupling of solitary wave dynamics\(^1\) and energy absorption.

See supplementary material for the model describing the tensegrity prism with the metal rubber inserts has been developed by adding the additional torsional springs and a sigmoid friction force related to the loading and unloading cycles to the original framework described in Ref. 25. The experimental modal analysis and vibration transmissibility have been performed using impact hammers, electrodynamic shakers and accelerometers at controlled base excitation levels. More details can be found in the supplementary material.
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